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In creating HYscent, many resources were employed to devise a technologically 
advanced, environmentally responsible fragrancing system. This presentation is 
designed to provide a better understanding of how HYscent works. The science, 
the methodology and commitment to safety and wellness are explained. 

Fragrancing public spaces affects everyone.
THIS IS HOW WE DO IT...

The Science. 
The Safety.  
The Solution.

Simon Sassoon, HYscent Creator

MALODOR
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What the PUCK?
The Science Behind HYscent

WHAT THE PUCK?
Inside a HYscent Fragrance Cartridge is our proprietary “DRY 
PUCK”*, made from a homogenous** mixture of fragrance oils and 
medical grade blended polymers. The puck releases a dry scented 
vapor into the air, providing a wonderful, harmonious fragrance 
experience. The mechanism driving the fragrance release, is defined 
by a series of physical processes which include, EVAPORATION, 
EQUILIBRIUM and passive DIFFUSION.

EVAPORATION
The fragrance oils migrate to the surface of the puck, evaporate and 
are projected into the air by specially designed centrifugal fans found 
within HYscent devices. As the concentration of fragrance at the 
surface of the puck decreases through evaporation, its equilibrium 
is restored. The interior of the puck acts as a reservoir constantly 
replenishing the surface of the puck with oil. Equilibrium will continue 
to OMIT until the oil content in the puck is totally depleted.

EQUILIBRIUM
Spatial Equilibrium: A balanced mixture of fragrance and air 
molecules, whereas the fragrance concentration in the air produces a 
pleasant olfactory experience evenly throughout the space. 

Puck Equilibrium: The continual restoration of the concentration 
of fragrance molecules to the surface of the puck through constant 
molecular migration.

DIFFUSION
The fragrance experience is carried throughout the room by 
a phenomenon known as diffusion. HYscent diffusion is THE 
DISPERSION AND INTERMIXING OF AIR MOLECULES AND 
FRAGRANCE MOLECULES. Diffusion is an example of passive 
transport, whereby fragrance molecules are driven by thermal 
motion* and/or mechanical motion**.

The molecules of fragrance and air move in straight lines until 
disturbed, changing direction upon impact with moving particles 
or with hard surfaces. Overall, the movement of these particles are 
random, each moving in a different direction. Two consequences 
of continuous random molecular movement are important to an 
understanding of diffusion:
a) Molecules tend to move away (Diffuse) from centers of 
concentration (Puck) in order to achieve equilibrium***.
b) Molecules of different types tend to intermix and disperse, as in 
fragrance molecules and air molecules.

DIFFUSION HYSCENT PRINCIPLE
Consider the following example as a demonstration of diffusion 
(dispersion and intermixing of molecules). A HYscent DUAL is 
switched on at the front of a 600 sq. ft. office. The fragrance begins 
to evaporate, creating a high concentration of fragrance molecules 
around the Dual. Since the molecules are in constant random motion, 
they bump into each other, and as a consequence, hurtle away 
from the Dual. This random molecular motion in conjunction with 
the centrifugal fans, efficiently diffuse the fragrance at a fast rate. 
Immediately, the molecules spread out from the Dual and fragrance 
is sensed at the front of the office. Diffusion results from molecules 
dispersing from the Dual. Continuous spreading of molecules carries 
the scent to the middle of the office and finally to the back of the 
office. Eventually the fragrance molecules are evenly intermixed with 
molecules of air, such that one liter of air from the front of the office 
would contain the same number of fragrance molecules as one liter 
of air from the back of the office.

DIFFUSION - IS THE SPACE COMPLETELY 
FRAGRANCED?
Perceived fragrance intensity is a function of the 
concentration of fragrance molecules in the air. The more 
molecules present, the greater the perceived fragrance 
intensity. The volume of the room where HYscent is 
used, will determine the required concentration of 
fragrance in the air. The location and the number of 
HYscent units will define the fragrance intensity and 
overall olfactive experience.

*IT’S OIL, SO WHY IS THE SURFACE OF THE PUCK NOT WET?

The HYscent puck is unique. It is an amorphous solid (a 
solidified liquid) without a crystalline structure, which allows 
the molecules to behave as if they were moving in a liquid 
phase versus a solid crystal phase. Similar to touching an 
ice cube when taken directly out of the freezer, your finger 
will not get wet when touching a HYscent puck. The result 
being superior diffusion through constant replenishment of 
oil to the surface of the puck.

**At the molecular level, the fragrance and the polymer are 
uniformly mixed.

GEEK  
ALERT 

*Thermal Motion: Fragrance molecules in the air are in constant motion, 
driven by energy which they absorb from the heat of their surroundings.

**Mechanical Motion: Fragrance molecules in the air are in motion when 
the centrifugal fans in the HYscent devices create turbulence in the air 
surrounding the puck. This greatly assists the diffusion process.

***Fragrance molecules will spread evenly throughout the room 
producing a balanced smelling experience.

GEEK  
ALERT 
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What the PUCK?  
The Science Behind HYscent

SCENT RECOGNITION THRESHOLD – DON’T 
WASTE FRAGRANCE
The amount of fragrance molecules in air that can be detected/
smelled is termed the “Fragrance Recognition Threshold’’. Fragrance 
molecules in the air that fall below this threshold cannot be detected/
smelled. Therefore this is a waste of diffused fragrance. Using HYscent 
in a space larger than the recommended capacity, will prematurely 
deplete the fragrance oils in the puck. So... USE MORE THAN ONE 
DEVICE!

WHY DOES THE HYSCENT FRAGRANCE 
CARTRIDGE LAST SO LONG?
Three factor’s must be known in order to determine the length of life 
of a cartridge.

1. It’s TIME RELEASED
The fragrance molecules migrate linearly through the polymer matrix 
at a fixed rate, This time released action ensures a balanced release 
of fragrance over the life of the cartridge.

2. The amount of oil infused in the puck and molecular migration rate
The fragrance molecules migrate to the surface of the puck at a 
known rate, therefore knowing how much oil is in the puck and how 
fast the oil is being released, allows us to determine the time it will 
take for the fragrance oil to be depleted.

3. Room Size vs Performance
The volume of the room together with the amount of fragrance in the 
fragrance cartridge determines the life of the cartridge. The bigger 
the room, the quicker the fragrance will be depleted, the smaller 
the room, the longer the fragrance lasts. The recommended square 
footage per device is the maximum area that can be fragranced and 
fulfil our longevity claim.

THE ART AND SCIENCE OF PERFUMERY
To create the perfect aroma, the HYscent puck is comprised of 
a blend of Essential and Fragrance Oils, ESSENTIAL OILS ARE: 
Fragrant molecules derived from natural sources. Could include but 
are not limited to plants, flowers, seeds, stems, roots, bark, ferns 
and grasses. FRAGRANCE OILS ARE: Oils created using advanced 
analytical techniques to develop aroma molecules, which mimic the 
olfactive profile of nature with enhanced performance.

ESSENTIAL OILS ARE A MAJOR COMPONENT OF 
HYSCENT FRAGRANCES
HYscent fragrances are created by world-renowned perfumers who 
have mastered the art and science of creative perfumery. They use a 
mixture of fragrance and essential oils to produce the perfect aromatic 
blend. Fragrances, whether crafted for the finest of perfume, or soap 
are all created from the same plate of aroma molecules. HYscent is 
relentless in the pursuit of olfactive perfection.

MALODOR
Odoraxe™ is HYscent’s proprietary blend of natural ingredients  

MOST IMPORTANT FOR ANY PRODUCT THAT  
INTERMIXES WITH THE AIR:
All HYscent fragrances meet the highest level of global regulatory 
compliance and are safe for their intended use.

FACTORS THAT INFLUENCE HYSCENT 
PERFORMANCE
1. Fragrance – There are many proprietary HYscent fragrances that 
vary in intensity. The less intense fragrances are for subtle scent 
experiences whereas the more intense fragrances are for areas 
where a stronger scent is required. So it is vital to select the correct 
fragrance for the job.

2. Footprint – The volume of the space where the HYscent unit is 
placed is a fixed value. There must be enough scent delivered and 
diffused within this space to reach the recognition threshold (lowest 
concentration at which a scent can be recognized for what it is). If a 
HYscent device is placed in an area that exceeds the recommended 
volume of space, performance and longevity will be affected. If this 
occurs… USE MORE DEVICES!

3. Air Handling – Many commercial restrooms have multiple 
air exchanges every hour through the heating/ventilation/air-
conditioning (HVAC) system, HVAC systems bring fresh air into an 
environment and evacuate stale air. Fresh air coming in will dilute the 
fragrance concentration and evacuated air will pull fragranced air out 
of the environment. This air turnover effect will dilute the diffused 
fragrance.

RULE OF THUMB - FOR EACH EXTRACTOR FAN, INSTALL ONE 
ADDITIONAL HYSCENT UNIT!

4. Location – The location of the HYscent unit is critical to successful 
diffusion of the fragrance. Air flow in a closed space will greatly affect 
the way molecules of fragrance diffuse throughout the room. So... 
GO WITH THE FLOW.

5. Programmability and Power – The HYscent units offer between 
4 and 18 different programmed settings depending on which unit is 
selected. These settings define the on/off cycle time and duration of 
the cycle which drives the centrifugal fan. The battery life is directly 
proportional to the run time for the selected setting. The greater 
the run time, the more fragrance that will be diffused and the more 
power that will be consumed.

designed to eliminate malodor, Odoraxe™ molecules interact with 
malodor molecules in the air. The malodor molecules distort. The 
malodor molecules no longer have the precise characteristics to interact 
with the receptor site. Malodor is therefore eliminated in the nose.
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HYscent Product Safety
Toxic Consequences and Allergic Responses, HYscent has None!

HYSCENT PRODUCT SAFETY REQUIREMENTS:
HYscent air fragrancing products do not contain any carcinogenic 
ingredients. The finished consumer product is void of any California 
Prop 65 materials: California’s Proposition 65, also called the Safe 
Drinking Water and Toxic Enforcement Act, was enacted in November 
1986. It was intended to protect Californians from chemicals known 
to cause cancer, birth defects, or other reproductive harm. The Act 
also helped tell people about exposure to chemicals that are “known 
to the State of California to cause cancer or reproductive toxicity.” 
The list is updated at least once a year and now contains about 800 
different chemicals.

HYscent air care products are not classified as VOC’s (volatile 
organic compounds). The finished consumer product meets all the 
requirements of Title 17, California Code of Regulations, Division 3, 
Chapter 1, Subchapter 8.5, Article 2, CONSUMER PRODUCTS, Sections 
94507-94517 commonly referred to as the CARB VOC Standard.  
HYscent air care products do not contain any toxic or hazardous 
ingredients. In addition, the fragrances used in HYscent air care 
products do not block smell receptors or interfere with the normal 
olfaction process. The following general guidelines shall be met for 
all ingredients used in HYscent polymer based projects.

Threshold Limit Values (TLV) or Biological Exposure Indices (BEI) are 
limits for over 1000 chemicals deemed to be air contaminants in 
sufficient concentration and exposure times. These limits as determined 
by various government agencies and private industry regulatory 
bodies are set assuming human inhalation on a continuous basis for 
an extended period of time usually mirroring a typical workplace 
scenario. The key to predicting the allergic/toxic consequences of 

scent diffusion applications is to determine if the fragrance contains 
any TLV restricted materials and what is the actual concentration in the 
air of these materials that the public may be exposed to at any time.

HYSCENT REQUIREMENTS 
ARE AS FOLLOWS:
All fragrances must comply with the 
most recent version of the IFRA Code of 
Practice. Use of any ingredient found on 
the California Prop. 65 list is prohibited.

THE FOLLOWING INGREDIENTS 
ARE PROHIBITED:
Phthalates, nitro-musks, alkyl phenol 
ethoxylates, diacetyl, rose crystals/
halogenated materials, ethylene glycol 
monoethyl ether (and corresponding 
acetate), ethylene glycol monomethyl 
ether (and corresponding acetate), furfural, 
peanut oil and derivatives, animal derived 
materials. All fragrance submissions must 
be CARB VOC compliant for the intended 
application and dosage. REACH: cannot 
contain any chemical(s) identified in 

Substance of Very High Concern (SVHC) 
list. The consumer product must not result 
in a carcinogen, mutagen, or reproductive 
toxicant classification as a result of the 
fragrance addition. Flash point for all 
fragrance submissions must be greater 
than 140°F. In addition, the following 
inventory requirements are met based 
on the country(s) of intended product 
sale: USA: all ingredients registered 
in compliance with Section V, TSCA. 
European Union: all ingredients on 
EINECS, ELINCS or in compliance with 
Article 6 of Regulation 1907/2006/EC 
(REACH). Canada: all ingredients present 
on the DSL or NDSL list.

COMPOUNDS:
HYscent fragrances may be simply 
defined as a complex mixture of organic 
compounds. These compounds or 

ingredients are natural in origin and 
are blended to produce an olfactive 
signature that enhances the environmental 
experience. The blended fragrance mixture 
is created based on end use application 
in order to deliver an optimized scent 
experience and product performance. The 
IFRA/RIFM compliant fragrances used in 
HYscent scent diffusion are delivered at 
a concentration that will not produce any 
allergic responses, hazardous conditions 
or toxic reactions to the diffused aromas. 
The aromas used in the HYscent aromas 
are purchased from world renowned flavor 
and fragrance houses. These fragrance 
suppliers are members of the International 
Fragrance Association (IFRA) and comply 
with the IFRA Code of Practice.
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HYscent Product Safety
Toxic Consequences and Allergic Responses, HYscent has None!

IFRA/RIFM compliant, HYscent fragrances do not contain any TLV restricted chemicals and at such low concentrations 
in the air pose no health or safety risk to consumers, guests or workers.

WHY THE ALLERGY SCARE?

Concerns about ambient scenting have developed 
because of previous and on-going experience and 
effects of aerosol and hydro-carbon formulations used 
in commercial scent distribution systems for ambient 
scenting. Aerosols are 60% or more comprised of 
alcohol, which is subject to TLV and BEI restrictions. 
HYscent ambient scenting formulations have no 
alcohol. Parties concerned about safety may not be 
aware of this important safety-related distinction.

Another consideration is that the HYscent diffusion 
system creates a scent effect with a small quantity 
of actual compounds in the air – less than 20 parts 
per million. By comparison, an aerosol sprayer may 
generate short-term concentrations as high as 10,000 
parts per million. (n.b. Olfactory awareness and 
recognition occurs at 1 PPM).

The important and the only safety issue in the use of 
any environmental enhancement in a public space is 

WHAT IS IFRA? 
The IFRA (International Fragrance Regulatory Association) Standards form the basis for the globally 
accepted and recognized risk management system for the safe use of fragrance ingredients and are part 
of the IFRA Code of Practice. This is the self-regulating system of the industry, based on risk assessments 
carried out by an Independent Expert Panel. The Expert Panel is made up of renowned independent 
experts from the fields such as dermatology, toxicology, pathology and environmental sciences. Their 
role is to evaluate the data on a fragrance to see if it supports the current use level, to make sure that 
there is no risk for the consumer. In cases where the safety assessment does not support the current use, 
the Panel instructs IFRA to issue a Standard either restricting or banning a material.

WHAT IS RIFM?
RIFM (Research Institute For Fragrance Materials) is the international scientific authority for the safe use 
of fragrance materials. RIFM generates, evaluates and distributes scientific data on the safety assessment 
of fragrance raw materials found in personal and household care products.

whether the known safety limits are strictly observed. 
Users of scenting services are urged to insist that their 
scent service vendors certify compliance with the TLVs 
and BEls. Users of public space ambient scenting 
machines are encouraged to ascertain whether their 
appliances are capable of creating the desired effect 
with the ultra-low concentrations described above.

HYscent’s fragrances are created to have optimal 
efficacy at the concentration levels subject to TLV and 
BEI restrictions.
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Making the Fragrance Last
Performance and Longevity

Fragrance Molecule Diffusion Pattern Illustrating

Scent Recognition Threshold Using One DUAL

One HYscent DUAL in a 

600 sq. ft. space

PERFORMANCE AND  
LONGEVITY ARE 

ACHIEVED
This is the correct use of a single 

Dual to fit a 600 sq. ft. space. 

PERFORMANCE AND  
LONGEVITY ARE 

COMPROMISED
This area is too large for a single 

Dual to work effectively.

24.5’ 30’

24.5’ 30’

One HYscent DUAL in a 

900 sq. ft. space
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Making the Fragrance Last. Performance and Longevity

600 sq. ft. Space

900 sq. ft. Space

END OF 14 DAYS

END OF 1 DAYS

END OF 28 DAYS

END OF 28 DAYS

END OF 7 DAYS

END OF 35 DAYS

END OF 42 DAYS

END OF 14 DAYS

END OF 60 DAYS

END OF 21 DAYS

Fragrance diffusing through 
entire space. High intensity scent 

recognition.

GREEN MOLECULES
Fragrance Recognized
Scent Recognition Threshold. 
YOU CAN SMELL THE FRAGRANCE

RED MOLECULES
Fragrance NOT Recognized
Scent Recognition Threshold.  
YOU CAN NOT SMELL THE FRAGRANCE

Red molecules illustrate the fragrance cannot be 
smelled. There are fragrance molecules in the air but the 
concentration is too low to be detected. This is a waste of 
fragrance material! The size of the space determines how 
many devices are required.

Fragrance diffusing through 
entire space. High intensity scent 

recognition.

One Dual is designed to fragrance a space of up to 600 sq. ft. and can last up to 60 days. How does this happen? 
When a 600 sq. ft. space is filled with aroma, the rate of release of the fragrance molecules from the Dual slows down. From 
this point on, there is a constant yet controlled flow of fragrance molecules being released. This is similar to accelerating 
your car to 60 miles an hour and then engaging CRUISE CONTROL. YOU USE MORE GAS TO ACCELERATE TO 60 MPH. 
WHEN CRUISE CONTROL IS ENGAGED, THE RATE OF FUEL CONSUMPTION IS SIGNIFICANTLY LESS, YET CONSTANT. 

At 60 days, the fragrance will not be as intense but will still be recognizable, therefore performance and longevity achieved.

One Dual placed in a 900 sq. ft. space will result in REDUCED LONGEVITY. Why does this happen? In a 900 sq. ft. space, 
the Dual wants to fragrance the entire area. Yet it only has enough fragrance to fill 600 sq. ft. This will result in reducing the 

fragrance longevity by up to 50%. To successfully fragrance this space... INSTALL TWO DUALS.

Fragrance diffusing through 80% 
space. High/medium intensity 

scent recognition.

Fragrance diffusing through 
60% space. High/low intensity 

scent recognition.
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Fragancing an Area
Performance and Longevity

How to Maintain Longevity and Performance

Scent Diffusion 
Footprint

No Scent  
Detectable

Scent is  
Detectable

Scent is at 
Optimal Intensity

KEY

HYscent will transform an environmental space when used 
correctly. However, it is important to understand the following 
factors in order to achieve the desired results.

1.  How large is the area

2.  How does the air flow through the space

3.  How much fragrance intensity is required.   
(Greater intensity for a restroom, less intensity for social/meeting areas.) Understanding 
these key points will help to determine how many devices need to be installed and 
what fragrance is to be used.
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Fragancing an Area
Performance and Longevity

900
 sq. ft. 

space

900
 sq. ft. 

space

STEP 1
Unit is off

AFTER 5 MINUTES
Fragrance molecules begin to 
diffuse throughout the space.

STEP 2
Unit initially
turned on
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Fragancing an Area
Performance and Longevity

900
 sq. ft. 

space

900
 sq. ft. 

space

STEP 3
Establishing 
scent footprint

AFTER 40 MINUTES
Single unit provides a pleasant 
scent experience for a defined 
footprint, but does not fill the 
entire space.

STEP 4
Maximum scent 
footprint. The 
entire space is 
not fragranced.

AFTER 20 MINUTES
Unit running for several 
minutes, scent concentration 
in the air is increasing and 
diffusing. Scent footprint is 
being established.
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Fragancing an Area
Performance and Longevity

900
 sq. ft. 

space

900
 sq. ft. 

space

STEP 5
Longevity and 
performance 
compromised

AFTER 20 MINUTES
Strategically placing an 
additional unit into the space 
increases the amount of 
fragrance molecules in the 
air, adding intensity, longevity 
and character. This maintains 
consistent performance for the 
life of the product.

STEP 6
Longevity and 
optimal performance 
achieved with 
placement of 
second unit

AFTER 60 MINUTES
Single unit footprint does not 
fill the entire space. If the unit is 
used in a space too large for the 
capacity which it is designed for, 
longevity and fragrance intensity 
will be affected.
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RESPIRATORY
SENSITIZER

SKIN
SENSITIZER

FLAMMABLE
AEROSOLS

Aerosols are liquids under 
pressure they pose a 
leakage hazard.
HYscent is a solid and poses 
no leakage hazard.

Aerosols contain flammable liquids — that’s scary.
HYscent is a non-hazardous solid.

Aerosols contain propane (think BBQ tank) or 
1,1-difluoroethane which are extremely flammable 
liquefied gases under pressure and serve as the propellant 
which projects coarse wet particles into the air.
HYscent is a solid and does not contain any propellants.

Aerosols have been shown to clog the actuator valve 
and stop working.
HYscent has no valves and nozzles. It is solid fragrance 
that works consistently 24/7.

The liquid in an aerosol is not pure perfume oil. It is a 
solution of aroma chemicals in a solvent system that 
is based on flammable diluents including petroleum 
distillates, rubbing alcohol, acetone (nail polish 
remover) and glycol ethers. These ingredients are 
extremely flammable and may range from 30-80% 
of the formula.
HYscent uses pure aroma oil that diffuses from a 
medical grade polymer matrix.

Most industrial and institutional aerosol air 
fresheners will spray almost 1/4 ounce of hazardous 
chemicals into the air daily.
HYscent releases only pure aroma oils each day.

The primary ingredients in aerosols are classified as 
hazardous and have a GHS signal word of DANGER, 
the highest level of warning with the following 
pictograms:

According to OSHA 29 CFR 1910.1200, aerosols are 
classified as a hazardous product.
HYscent is not classified as a hazardous product per 
OSHA 29 CFR 1910.1200 guidelines.

Aerosol Spraying versus HYscent Diffusion.
The aerosol droplet produced during spraying is a 
coarse wet particle with a much higher mass than 
the molecules released by HYscent which means that 
chemical exposure concentration is much greater with 
aerosols. HYscent delivers a uniform consistent level 
of pure fragrance oil on a molecular level. Aerosols 
deliver large wet particles intermittently so if you are 
lucky enough to walk through a spray plume or be in 
an environment that was just dosed with a spray, you 
are being exposed to a large quantity of chemicals until 
the droplets settle to the ground or hard surface. Risk is 
directly proportional to exposure and HYscent exposes 
the consumer to only pure fragrance molecules where 
aerosols expose the consumer to large amounts of 
chemicals in droplet form.

HYscent products release only pure essential oils, without the harmful 
chemicals of an aerosol system

WHY is HYscent the Preferable 
Option to Aerosols?
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WHY is HYscent the preferable option to 
Hydrogen/Oxygen Cell?

T-Cell is a liquid – it poses a spill hazard.
HYscent is a solid and poses no spill hazard.

The Hydrogen/Oxygen cell contains a combustible 
liquid – that’s scary.
HYscent is a non-hazardous solid.

The Hydrogen/Oxygen cell has been shown to clog 
the wick eminator and stop working.
HYscent has no wicks. It is solid fragrance that works 
consistently 24/7.

The Hydrogen/Oxygen cell does not last 30 days 
due to the volatility of the liquid.
HYscent lasts 45 to 60 days.

The liquid in the Hydrogen/Oxygen cell is not pure 
perfume oil. It is a solution of aroma chemicals in a 
solvent system that is based on flammable petroleum 
distillates. The level of petroleum distillate ranges 
from 30-80% of the formula.
HYscent uses pure aroma oil that diffuses from a 
medical grade polymer matrix.

The primary ingredient in 
the Hydrogen/Oxygen cell 
is classified as a Category 1 
Aspiration Toxicant and has a 
GHS signal word of DANGER, 
the highest level of warning with 
the following pictogram:

The Hydrogen/Oxygen cell is powered by hydrogen 
gas. In sufficient quantities, hydrogen gas is 
reactive and explosive. According to OSHA 29 CFR 
1910.1200 of the Hydrogen/Oxygen cell is classified 
as a hazardous product.
HYscent is not classified as a hazardous product per the 
OSHA 29 CFR 1910.1200 guidelines.

Hydrogen/Oxygen cell Delivery verses HYscent 
Diffusion
The Hydrogen/Oxygen cell contains a modified fuel 
cell that produces hydrogen gas. Hydrogen gas, 
an extremely explosive substance is used to propel 
fragranced liquid from a reservoir onto a thin cardboard 
blotter when the fragrance evaporates into the air. The 
fragranced liquid is hazardous and it accumulates on 
the blotter throughout the life of the product. Ambient 
scenting is accomplished when the liquid evaporates 
passively from the blotter surface. HYscent is a solid 
blend of medical grade polymers containing only 
pure aroma oils. The scent release from the polymer 
is enhanced and projected into the air via a high 
efficiency centrifugal fan. This design enables HYscent 
to deliver a truer, stronger fragrance experience over a 
larger footprint.

RESPIRATORY
SENSITIZER
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WHY is HYscent the preferable option to 
Wicks/Blotters?

Wicked based products contain a liquid reservoir. 
Spills and leaks are likely. Saturated blotters also 
contain liquids which may drip or leak.
HYscent is a solid and poses no leakage hazard.

Wicked based liquids and saturated blotters may 
contain combustible liquids.
HYscent is a non-hazardous solid.

Liquid wick systems have been shown to clog over 
time thereby reducing efficacy.
HYscent has no liquids or wicks. It is solid fragrance that 
works consistently 24/7.

The liquids used in wick and blotter systems are not 
pure perfume oil. It is a solution of aroma chemicals 
dissolved in a solvent system that is based on 
diluents (some very flammable) including petroleum 
distillates, rubbing alcohol, and glycol ethos. These 
ingredients are hazardous and may range from 30-
80% of the formula.
HYscent uses pure aroma oil that diffuses from a 
medical grade polymer matrix.

There is dramatic change in fragrance character 
and strength over 30 days with wick and blotter 
products due to the nature of liquid evaporation of 
multi-component blends.
HYscent releases only pure aroma oils consistently each 
day for the life of the product.

Wicks/Blotters versus HYscent Diffusion
HYscent provides a consistent high quality fragrance 
experience throughout the life of the product unlike 
wicks and blotter systems. In 1991, the California Air 
Resources Board (CARB) effected regulations to reduce 
volatile organic compounds (VOC) from consumer 
products, including air fresheners. Liquid based air 
fresheners have an 18% VOC limit per the standard. 

The standard has an exemption that allows air 
fresheners made entirely of fragrance to circumvent the 
18% VOC limit. The standard also defines fragrance 

as “a complex mixture of aroma chemicals and natural 
essential oils... the sole purpose of which is to impart 
an odor or scent or to counteract a malodor.” The 
liquids used in wick/blotter systems claim to be made 
of “fragrance” per the CARB standard but in reality 
contain many different solvents and extenders which 
means that they are not comprised of pure “fragrance” 
according to the standards definition of fragrance. This 
implies that many of the liquid wick/blotter systems 
are working around the CARB VOC standard by hiding 
under the pretence that their liquid is a “fragrance” 
and the VOC Ievel is respected. 

HYscent just does the right thing – 100% 
compliance with all rules and regulations while 
delivering a superior fragrance experience.
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WHY is HYscent the preferable 
option to a Multi-Phase system?

Multi-Phase Systems claim to be VOC exempt. This 
is an exaggeration/embellishment of the California 
Air Resources Board (CARB) regulation. All air 
freshener products must meet the CARB Standard 
for Consumer Products: Title 17, CCR, Div 3, Chapter 
1, Subchapter 8.5, Article 2, Sections 94507-94517.
All HYscent products comply with VOC regulations 
from all 50 states.

Multi-Phase Systems state they utilize pioneering 
multi-phasing, sub-micron technology. This implies 
that their particles (a form of solid matter) are 1 
micron or less in size and therefore safe for consumer 
exposure. Particle size is not the determining factor 
in accessing air freshener safety.
HYscent does not produce particles. HYscent releases 
fragrance molecules, which are the purest form of 
aroma release.

Multi-Phase Systems state their multi-phasing 
technology eliminates fragrance fatigue. Multi-Phase 
Systems contains 2 passive fragrance reservoirs 
– one is a ceramic (plaster) and the other is a gel. 
They both release fragrance at the same time, which 
will not eliminate fragrance fatigue. In order to 
reduce habituation (fragrance fatigue, numb-nose), 
the 2 different fragrance reservoirs must operate 
at different times in order to deliver a transitional 
scent experience. In its present configuration, the 2 
fragrance reservoirs of a Mufti-Phase System deliver 
a single scent impression.
HYscent is designed to deliver a powerful, consistent 
and pleasant fragrance experience. HYscent reduces 
fragrance fatigue by using programmable fans to 
ensure a uniform and high quality alternating fragrance 
experience. The HYscent Dual can be programmed 
to alternate fragrances every 3 or 6 hours, HYscent 
fragrances are designed to maintain olfactive character 
from start to end through a proprietary development 
process with world-class perfumers based on the 
physical properties of the individual aroma ingredients.

Multi-Phase Systems claim 60 days of continuously 
evolving fragrance. Gel systems have been shown 
to change consistency, evaporating into sludge 
after 4 weeks use. Ceramic Discs will only release 
the volatile ingredients and the heavy ingredients 
will never leave. It is also not possible to control 
the rate of evaporation. These factors dramatically 
reduce efficacy. The claims of 60 day longevity are 
completely unfounded.
HYscent is not a gel. It is solid fragrance that works 
consistently 24/7.

Multi-Phase Systems contains no batteries. A Multi-
Phase System is a passive air freshener with no active 
mechanism to enhance fragrance diffusion.
HYscent is an active system powered by a battery 
driven fan. The fan increases scent diffusion from the 
fragrance cartridge and projects the aroma into the 
area of use. Active systems are always more powerful 
than passive systems.

Multi-Phase Systems show a dramatic change in 
fragrance character and strength over 30 days, 
due to the nature of liquid evaporation of multi-
component blends.
HYscent releases only pure aroma oils consistently each 
day for the life of the product.

Multi-Phase Systems are completely organic and 
biodegradable, with a recyclable dispenser hanging 
clip. Multi-Phase Systems fragrances are not organic 
and the primary components of the cartridge are 
not biodegradable. This is a misleading statement.
HYscent products are made from recyclable material. 
HYscent fragrances meet the highest level of global 
regulatory compliance as set forth by the International 
Fragrance Regulatory Association. 
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WHY is HYscent the preferable  
option to a Multi-Phase system?

Multi-Phase Systems are not affected by climate 
or altitude. All passive air fresheners are affected 
by temperature. Every 10°C drop in temperature 
reduces fragrance volatility dramatically.
HYscent combats temperature fluctuation with an 
active fan/blower system, which will enhance perfume 
oil volatility. HYSO is battery driven, which means it is 
an active system, which is always stronger and more 
consistent than a passive Multi-Phase system.

Multi-Phase Systems DO NOT meet the IFRA Code 
of Practice guidelines.
HYscent meets both IFRA (International Fragrance 
Regulatory Association) Code of Practice and RIFM 
(Research Institute for Fragrance Materials). HYscent IS 
SAFE.

Multi-Phase Systems exhibit signs of syneresis 
as soon as the product is in use. “Syneresis is the 
process in which a gel contracts on standing and 
exudes liquid.”
HYscent does not exhibit signs of syneresis. It remains 
homogeneous uniform composition regardless of 
temperature.

Multi-Phase systems contain 2 components: Plaster 
of Paris (ceramic) + fragrance and a water-based 
gel. This product is an environmental hazard as 
the plaster will decompose in water and release 
the fragrance. The water-based gel would do the 
same. That would mean that fragrance would leach 
out into the waterways and pose an environmental 
problem should there be a transportation accident 
involving water or the product is disposed where it 
could enter the waterway.
HYscent is water insoluble, so it is not an environmental 
hazard.

MULTI-PHASE SYSTEMS VERSUS HYSCENT 
DIFFUSION.

A Multi-Phase System is 2 very old and weak 
technologies, combined to make it look like its 
cutting edge. The system is nothing but 2 passive air 
fresheners instead of 1.

See also our response on page 15 under Wicks/Blotters 
versus HYsent Diffusion.
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HYscent enhances the 
environmental experience 
by providing innovative 
dispensing technology, 
delivering naturally beautiful 

fragrances for everyone.


